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FADE IN 

EXT NIGHT TALL BLUFF ABOVE THE OCEAN LOOKING WEST 

BURN IN- corner of screen: OCTOBER, 1950 

NORTH OF SANTA BARBARA. CALIFORNIA -- Rich salty sounds of crashing, 
breaking waves and a gathering offshore wind above the surf. 

On the dirt, amid scrub foliage of the bluff, 50 feet above the beach breaks below, 
a pyramid of beer cans, old steel cans-- Lucky Lager with big red X's and yellow 
and black Brew 102 -- breaks down in the wind. The empty cans roll and skid 
pell-mell, some spill over the bluff into the darkness. 

OS -- MOTORCYCLE ENGINE KICK-STARTS, on the first attempt-- 

GRAVES (VO) 
(gravel-voiced, discouraged) 
And what is the difference between flying into 
Hell, or just passing through? 

EXT SAME LOCATION MAN ON MOTORCYCLE (Graves) 

GRAVES, late 20s, sits aboard a muscular, English-built, Vincent Black Shadow 
motorcycle, a late 40s model. The motorcycle is a fine looking machine, with 
chrome and polish, slick Del Orto carburetors, new Dunlop skins and chromed 
spokes splashed with mud. The engine's signature: a clean, throaty rumble. 
Graves, aboard the bike, wears an Air Force leather Cooper flight jacket over a 
sweatshirt, goggles, blue jeans and high Wellington boots. 

GRAVES puts on a a pair of emerald-lensed aviator's sunglasses, jerks his head 
like someone who just woke up, then takes the glasses off. 

GRAVES 
(revving the engine with purpose, talking to himself) 
The difference is, as the wise men say, 
Tis always easier to fly into Hell and stay. 
Become a citizen... 
Than attempt to pass through-- 
A simple sightseer... 
Pars sanitatus sanri firit -- the poet had explained 
to us, before we killed him. 'The wish to be cured is a step 
toward faith.' 
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It was an old Latin named Seneca who said it 
first. I remembered enough Latin from high 
school. First it killed the Romans, now its 
killing me. I'd seen a lot. Fugg it-- 

GRAVES - CLOSE 

GRAVES 
(amiable, with ironic grin) 
--Difference is, passing through, as a sightseer, 
means that you got to be ready-- and able-- to leave -- 

CLOSE-- Graves' foot on the gear-shift. 

GRAVES shifts into gear and revs the engine, milking the clutch, bucking the 
bike, geezing it forward toward the cliff's edge. 

EDGE OF CLIFF - with the ocean beyond. 

HIS POV 
The edge of the tall bluff and the ocean lay ahead in the dark night, under slight 
moonlight. 

CLOSE -- FRONT WHEEL RAISES UP ABRUPTLY WITH THE ENGINE'S RPMs 

EXT THE SKY ABOVE NIGHT 
A slow, twin-engine plane passes slowly over, with twinkling green and red 
running lights on its wingtips. 

GRAVES LOOKS UP TO THE SKY, SMILES RELUCTANTLY... 

WIPE QUICKLY TO: 

EXT BRIGHT DAY SOMEWHERE OVER GERMANY 
-- World War II 

Early July, 1945. U.S.A.A.F. Flight Lt. GRAVES pilots a P-38 Lockheed Lightning, 
part of a web of fighter cover, flying high above Air Force B-17 bombers 
pounding the last remnants of Nazi Germany below. 

VISTA 
The 100 B-17's and numerous P-38 Lightnings and P-51 Mustangs fill the sky 
with an enormous drone from their big Pratt & Whitney and Rolls Royce 
engines. Anti-aircaft artillery (triple-A) from the Germans on the ground is 
pathetically small. 
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Only a few black & gray explosions from the flak breach the air assault. 

BLUE SKY SAME VEERING P-38 - Piloted by GRAVES 
The most technologically advanced Allied aircraft, a twin-engined, duo-
fuselaged plane, in gleaming stainless steel, with USAF markings, squadron 
designations, and several swastikas on little painted cemetery headstones, each 
for a confirmed kill. 

CLOSER EXT. P-38 COCKPIT 
Below the Plexiglass cockpit of the twin-fuselaged fighter, four swastikas are 
painted. A small, cartoon-ish sign reading "Vacancy" is hanging on the fifth 
headstone. 

INT COCKPIT 
Inside, Graves eyes the area, anxiously. 

EXT. BOMBER FLIGHT OF B-17's. 
The assault of Flying Fortresses continues its bombing run. 

INT COCKPIT 
GRAVES looks at a photograph taped above his instrument panel, a pretty girl 
in a canoe, smiling. 

GRAVES 
Thanks for the memories. Adios-- 

He suddenly throttles, executes a radical banking turn to starboard, twists his 
aircraft upward and levels. 

His RADIO crackles at the same time. Graves adjusts his headphones to listen to 
the scratchy voice. 

RADIO 
Buzzzz---ards! Buzzards! Eleven o'clock upstairs-blow-- 
Ack--knowledge all-- 

GRAVES 
I see two. --Major, keep those gunners on the 17's 
from shredding us up here—ovah-- 

RADIO 
Roger-- Go swing, Gravy--ovah-- 

GERMAN AIRCRAFI 
Small specks, appear heading away. 

EXT. GRAVES' P-38 
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Graves, in pursuit of the Germans, banks hard again-- 

RADIO-different voice 
(DIX's Southern accent) 

Dudn't look like a tactical mission, my frenn-- 

GRAVES 
Check that silhouette, in the sun. We got 

a jet-- View a 20-20 on my ceiling, I'm going down-- Yeah, 
I said a jet-plane-- JET!! 
I hunt-- Over-- 

GRAVES' POV 
The sinister, swept wings of a gray Messerschmidt Komet jet distinguish it from 
its escort, an older twin prop-driven Junkers fighter-bomber. The Komet is a 
small, jet-engined plane, the first operational jet war-bird. 

GRAVES 
Bearing down on the planes ahead, he fires. The camouflaged-painted escort 
plane breaks off, taking evasive action toward the ground. Graves goes after the 
je t. 

GRAVES 
--See what this super-charged Lockheed-
mill can do, Senor Fritz-ster-- 

He closes quickly on the small grey jet. The German Jet makes no evasive moves. 

Astonished, Graves suddenly studies the heat blasting from the rear of its 
fuselage. 

CLOSE -- KOMET'S JET ENGINE 
The heat blasting out almost obscures all vision, as if a stream of water-- 

INT GRAVES' COCKPIT 
Graves readies to fire, but his field of fire looks like a desert mirage from the 
heah'vaves rising-- 

RADIO 
(extremely fast southern voice-- Dix) 

Gravy, you fixin' on firing afore you 
find you head bumping that all-afire bulls-eye? 
Chum, you be lookin' at a cremation in half a lick-- 

GRAVES 
(After exhibition of airspeed) 

Dixie-- Hell, I'm only a little over 
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Foh-er-Five--zero-knot now-- This is one of those 
rocket jets-- 

RADIO (DIX) They 
sprecht 'em Komets? Ov-ah. 

GRAVES flies closer to the German Komet jet. GRAVES FIRES a small burst 
from his .50 caliber wing guns-- 

GRAVES watches his rounds go wide of the target-- 

GRAVES 
You there, Fritz-ster?-- 

RADIO (Dix) 
He a catcher or a pitcher? Use yer cannon! Ovah- 

GRAVES' POV 

KOMET JET 
The after port of the jet engine suddenly changes to a giant, blood-and-yellow 
eyeball of flame. The jet lags a split second, then shoots ahead-- like a rocket. 

GRAVES 
Startled, he gives his engines all in pursuit. 

INSERT -- GRAVES' SPEEDOMETER 
The needle jumps around 490 knots airspeed. 

RADIO (Dix- fast) 
Try employing what you ought to know 
them 20 millimeter cannons, for Jesus' sake, 
man! (LAUGHS) And do not forget your 
aerial reconassance mission-- 

GRAVES --laughs once-- 

GRAVES' POV 
KOMET JET grows smaller ahead, easily pulling away at 550 mph. 

GRAVES 
Prepares to fire again from his wing guns, but before he engages the guns-- 

JET - CLOSE 
the metal skin of the fuselage starts terribly peeling back, almost like a banana. 
Rivets pop off crazily. ENGINE EXPLODES on the Komet. All balance gone, 
the rest of the jet flips wildly and shatters into assorted, jagged pieces of 
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aluminum, wire, oil, fuel and components, filling the sky in a horrible flying 
whirlwind collage. 

GRAVES 
flies forward into and dodging the sudden airborne debris, as if he's on a slalom 
course. 

GRAVES suddenly YELLS in terror, as an object approaches-- 

GRAVES' POV 
He sees the grisily upper torso of the Komet pilot flying through the air, 
seemingly still alive, bloodily minus pelvis and legs, but still dressed in civilian's 
tweed coat and shirt and tie. An older, gray-haired, mustached man, looks like a 
scientist. The half-TORSO HITS AND BOUNCES OFF THE TOP of Graves' 
Plexiglass canopy, breaking and fracturing the Plexiglass, splattering it with 
blood. 

INT COCKPIT 
Graves, shaken, strips his goggles and headphones and looks back. Some blood 
blows in with the wind through the breach in the glass. 

HIS POV 
Behind Graves' plane. The sky is already clear; the debris has fallen. He's going 
that fast. 

LEFT tail rudder has been bent badly. Red blood blows off the sheet metal. 

INT COCKPIT 
INSTRUMENT PANEL WARNING LIGHT 
Tachometer flashes RED. 

Graves tries to work the stick, shakes his head... 

RADIO (DDO 
Gravy, you okay? Answer the hell up you 
chance-taking son-of-a-- Ovah-- Answer up-- Over— 

GRAVES seizes his headset-- 

GRAVES 
Gravy here. Yeah, Dix? Yeah, yeah, okay 
down here. Bag one buzzard jet-plane for our 
side--hah? That you, Dix? I just shazzed 
one Kraut jet. A jet. Capital J. O-vahhhh. 

RADIO (Dix) 
(nervous laugh, southern accent discernible) 
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Naw, this here's General Hap-ster Arnold and the Eighth 
damned Air Force and we got a big ole medal to 
slap on, son. Thinking here that that. 

RADIO (sarcastic voice) 
Can't somebody get that ole' southern trash 
of my damn radio speakers? Over-- 

INT DIX'S COCKPIT- another P-38. 

Da (radio) 
Krautster was trying to pinch your cheeks... 
You sayin' Shazzam? Oh-vah-- 

GRAVES 
Slowly shakes head, gets his headphones back in place. 

GRAVES 
Believe I just killed a civilian. Dix, I'm 
cutting back to Britain. My fuel just got snafu'd 
low fast on the pursuit... Major, you copy that? 

RADIO (DIX) 
Don't hear the Major on traffic... 
Over... Major maybe Simonized-- Ovah-- 

GRAVES 
Hell. What's that make our life expectancy now? 

RADIO (another pilot, N.Y. accent) 
I got enough damn trouble without some 
kind of arithmetic problems-- 

FADE out all-- 

EXT DAY AIRFIELD ENGLAND ( a few hours later) 
Scene of returning fighters from the bomber escort over Germany. P-51 Mustangs 
and P-38 Lightnings return home to the fighter-escort base, a few limping, shot 
up from enemy fire. 

EXT FLIGHTLINE AIRBASE 
A P-38 comes in on approach, touches down, flips over and explodes in flames. 

INT GRAVES' COCKPIT 
His POV..He sees the fiery crash below. 
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CLOSE -- GRAVES' FUEL GAUGE 
Fuel gauge reads very low. 

TOWER CONTROLLER 
(monotone over radio, talking to all air traffic) 

Twenty, twenty-two knot crosswind, all pilots be advised... 

GRAVES' AIRCRAFT 
Descending for the landing-- 

Hydraulics drop the landing gear into place. Graves fights for his course against 
the strong, gusting winds. He cants the aircraft to one side, to compensate for the 
damage to his craft. 

TOWER CONTROLLER 
Come in, level approach, You-- outboard 
incoming '38-- 

EXT GRAVES' P-38 
Jerking in the sky like a freshly-caught fish-- 

INT COCKPIT 
GRAVES fights at the controls-- 

GRAVES 
Steel turns to bread-dough-- 

He fights to keep the aircraft on course-- 

EXT FLIGHTLINE 
Planes land in quick succession before him. Ground crews, and crash crews with 
towing vehicles, quickly clear the landing area of disabled aircraft. 

GRAVES approaches, ready to land. He brings the plane in fine, then hits hard 
on one side, straightens, goes forward, starts losing the equilibrium. 

A WING flies up, then slams the plane back down on the flightline, but the plane 
slows. 

EXT FLIGHTLINE 
The affected wing shears and breaks off, bouncing wildly on its own-- 

CRASH CREW 
huddled by a fire-fighting vehicle, DUCK their heads as WING bounces over 
them- 
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As his plane slows and the engines stall, he loses control as the plane succesfully 
makes the three points of the landing-- 

STARBOARD WHEEL, under the right wing-- 
of Graves' plane bends, then shears off. SPARKS FLY from the concrete runway 
as the tail skids along. 

The aircraft continues slowing, finally coming to a rest, with only one wing 
remaining. The wing comes to rest on the concrete, almost like a ramp to the 
cockpit. 

MOTORCYCLE ROARS up the flightline-- 

Graves' flight leader, LT. DIX, streaks forward on an old, prewar English 
motorcycle, turns sharply at the plane, heads up and skids to a halt on the 
remaining wing, then pulls up and brings the front tire up onto the canopy-- 

DIX desperately helps Graves struggle to open the cockpit. 

DIX 
I swear... Every chance I get-- 

GRAVES 
Struggling to get out of the cockpit, notes a growing puddle of leaking fuel--
Then hears the approaching roar of another unmuffled motorcycle. 

INSERT 
Sparking-white, crackeling electrical wires on and about the severed wing-- 

GRAVES 
desperately tumbles from the cockpit, fighting to strip off his parachute harness-- 

GRAVES - CLOSE 
He sniffs hard. 

GRAVES 
Ah-- FUEL! Fuggin- ANN-GASS!!! 

DIX -- close 

DIX 
(on the motorcycle, ironic) 

You was saving you was out of fuel, son— 
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GRAVES 
GO! 

DIX AND GRAVES SPEED DOWN THE WING-- 

THE FUEL EXPLODES 
as the remainder of the plane collapses. A dangerous fire emerges-- 

DIX on the motorcycle-- 
dragging Graves behind on his bike, emerges. Tiny puddles of ignited fuel flash 
and burn on their clothing. At a safe distance Dix looks back and slows his 
speed, coming to a quick stop. 

DIX looks back at GRAVES. 

GRAVES looks back at Dix, then looks at the fiery mess that was his plane. 
Graves falls back off the motorcycle. 

GRAVES 
(struggling to his feet) 
Get that fire out! 

CRASH CREWS 
Work to extinguish the blaze. 

GRAVES 
leaps to his feet, rushes toward the fire--- 

GRAVES 
ONE HUNDRED BUCKS CASH A MAN-- JUST GET IT 
OUT! 

CRASH CREW 
A few hear the monetary offer, including-- 

CRASH CREW CHIEF 
Get it out! Work!!! 

GRAVES 
runs up to the site, eyeing the plane-- 

GRAVES 
Try and save my notches-- And that wing camera! 
I want those fuggin- notches! 

CLOSE 
The notches: painted marks of his kills, the four swastikas, flames lick them. 
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THE WING CAMERA HOUSING 
Where the record of his ACE kill is-- 

GRAVES 
Save the camera-- Don't get it wet-- 

An almost impossible suggestion as flames lick the plane. 

Graves watches the plane melt into a mess of burning metal, water, plastic and 
general catastrophe... 

INT NIGHT LONDON NIGHT CLUB 
As the war winds down, nightlife winds up. London is festive, though it's no 
victory party, and the guys in charge are the young Yank pilots. The older 
fellows have had enough-- 

INSERT CLOSE JUKEBOX 
The record player selects and drops a black 78 disc onto the turntable. Gene 
Krupa, Anita O'Day and the moody vocal Skylark.  

GRAVES and others party both melancholy and merry, tossing back ale and 
Scotch, glad to be alive, letting the tension of the day wash away. 

DIX flops down in a seat next to Graves. 

DIX 
Say Gravy-- 

GRAVES (drunk) 
Dixie, can you see? My whole career has 
just gone up in flames. Had that rocket-jet-plane 
dead in my sights. I waxed him... 
--and I know that Kodak film would have showed 
it. I might have scored a Flying Cross. 

DIX 
That spilled fuel burns-- We got a man coming here-- 

GRAVES 
Who? 

DIX 
A man coming with some sad news-- 

GRAVES 
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(sits upright) 
I need more bad news like I need another 
90-day wonder giving me orders. 

DIX 
Hell and Heaven, Gravy, you're still just a 90-day wonder 
yourself. Like me. Like every other-- Hell, what are we? 
A bunch a tough boys from U.S.A. who came over to 
teach or Hitler a lesson. Which we did. But we still 
ain't no guy they're gonna write greek poems about. 
An 'Officer for a day.' 

GRAVES 
(taken aback for a moment) 
Sure. What about-- 

DIX 
(laughs maniacally) 
Grow wise-- 

GRAVES 
Tell you what, Dixie— I was about a C-hair 
from making Ace today. The fifth kill. And 
that one was a rocket-jet. Damned Kraut-ster 
secret weapon. And no one knows-- 

DIX 
(turning to the door 
And who is this--? 

ENTRANCE 
An enlisted airman, the Crash Crew Chief, GARDNER, rushes in, fumbling 
something in his hands, wrapped in an olive blanket. 

GARDNER  
Hey, hey, hey, Mister Louie-- Uh-- Sir? 

GRAVES 
At ease, bo. What? 

GARDNER 
(happily excited) 
We saved a camera-- the camera-- 
well not the whole camera, but I got some 
film, and I got a frame-- I got a frame— 
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Yeah-- 

GARDNER 
I got a frame here (he produces an envelope) 
'at shows a Messersmith (sic) Komet go puffed oats 
in front 'a ya- 

GRAVES 
Front 'a me? What are you saying? 

GARDNER 
You got FIVE. ACE-status. 

Gardner flashes five fingers in Graves' face. 

GRAVES 
They gave it to me? Hev, anybody over at the Rainbow? 

GARDNER 
(not hearing the question) 

--Nab. --It's a confirm; hell, photog officer says so, 
hell G-2 ain't seen it but you know G-2-- 

GRAVES 
(standing, soaking in the honor) 
I believe --(he stumbles a bit) I believe 
I could use a pinch of an alcohol-laced 
beverage-- 

A few laughs and slaps on the back from other airmen around-- 

GRAVES 
Look, Gardner, you better level-- 

GARDNER whisks a glass from the table, downs it, and produces a CHARRED 
PIECE OF SHEET METAL from the blanket-wrapped bundle he carries. 

SHEET METAL 
Cut from below the cockpit of Graves' aircraft, the two-foot piece was the kill 
register. A sloppy red swastika has been painted over the No Vacancy area. "Sor-
reef" is painted ironically beside it. 

GRAVES 
(grinning) 

Gimme that-- 

Air Force COLONEL approaches the table with two bottles of Pinch Scotch-- 
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DIX 
(said as a proclamation, and .very theatrical) 

--The 5-kill ace is the boy who lands the plum 
airline pilot jobs after this feud comes to a 
fair and agreed armistice with our Teutonic 
Kraut-ster fellow-killers-- 

GRAVES 
(laughs spontaneously) 
What'd you say, Dixie? 

DIX 
Said yall's cotton's so high. And a chance 
your Californv ass may be able to keep 
up with my cavalier Southern breeding-- 

GRAVES laughs and slaps Dix's back. 

GRAVES 
That would be sad Sunday morn-- 

COLONEL 
clears his throat, then laughs himself, while crowding into the table-- 

COLONEL 
Lieutenant Graves-- Don't know if any of you 
glory boys are interested in this kind of fuel-- 

COLONEL raises the two bottles and clinks them together. But a little too hard, 
the bottles b reak-- 

LOUD VOICE (OS) 
Fu--el spill! 

A DOZEN GLASSES are immediately thrust below the broken bottles, to catch 
the precious liqUid-- 

DIX catches a half a glass, pulls back from the table a step. He spots GRAVES, 
rubbing his chin with the back of his hand, staring down at the piece of sheet 
metal with his kills. 

COLONEL 
I move the two previous speakers' comments 
be transcribed and distributed to the major 
newspapers of the free world, as well as any 
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incumbent congressmen who said yea to 
appropriations for the P-dash-thirty-eight 
Lockheed Lightning-- 

DIX 
(cuffing in on the Colonel) 
Stingingest damn hornet these Europeans 
ever tip a hat to-- And it brung down a damn 
JET! 

BACK-SLAPPING, DRINKING AND CHEERS from the crowd around the table. 

DIX 
Well, Gravy, you have earned yourself 
a place in post-war America. I believe 
we have won this one nicely-- 

GRAVES 
How about the Sons of God in Nippon-- 

DIX 
Well, I'll tell you-- I got a half-brother 
of mine there now flying with the Marine 
Corps-- 

GRAVES 
Pilot? 

DIX 
What they call 'em is Aviationers-- no, 
Aviators. Flying the gull-wings-- Corsairs. 

GRAVES 
Corsair means a type of sword. 

EXT. SKIES ABOVE OKINAWA DAY 
Pre-invasion bOmbing and Naval gunfire in progress-- Existing footoage of the 
pre-invasion actions. 

BLUE F4U CORSAIR with inverted gull-wings, streaks from the sky, drops a 
bomb into a hillside on the island. 

INT CORSAIR COCKPIT 
GUNNERY SERGEANT JUBAL D-D, the half-brother, pulls back on the stick and 
streaks skyward, shaking his head. (USIMC had a few enlisted pilots during 
WWII). He is a youthful, red-haired, with a almost-fake looking handlebar 
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mustache. 

JUBAL 
(sadly speaking, as in a lament) 
Lord will you show me the way-- 

He looks left-- 

ANOTHER CORSAIR is hit, a chunk from the starboard wing flies off. 

INT JUBAL'S COCKPIT 

JUBAL 
(over radio) 
Skipper-- okay? 

RADIO VOICE 
Yet to be seen-- we're shakin` here--
Can you tail me, over-- 

JUBAL 
Aye-aye, skip. All the way to the flat-boy--- 

EXT JUBAL'S AIRCRAFT 
He banks to follow the wounded plane-- 

JUBAL'S POV 
from the cockpit, he sees the Captain's plane falter, then drop from the sky 
uncontrollably-- 

INT JUBAL'S COCKPIT 
watching the aircraft fall-- 

JUBAL 
(over radio) 
Skipper! Aw, skipper-- 

VOICE ON RADIO 
Kid, I just became history. Just-- Oh 
tell my wife that-- 

RADIO DIES SUDDENLY 

JUBAL BANKS HIS PLANE BACK TOWARD THE ISLAND 
When he's in firing range, he opens up with his wing guns and cannons 
mercilessly-- 
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JUBAL 
Die. Die... DIE!!! Please--- 

His tracer bullets strafe a seemingly empty beach of the island. 

EXT. FLIGHTDECK OF CARRIER DAY 
JUBAL lands on a small carrier, surround by dozens of vessels of the U.S. 
invasion fleet, the largest of the war. 

His CREW CHIEF hops up the wing to open the canopy. Jubal pops out, livid, 
but strips off his leather helmet and headgear, looking purely heroic as he 
glances, back toward the Japanese-held island. 

FLASHBULB goes off in his face. 

DECK OF CARRIER 
On the flightdeck, a PHOTOGRAPHER, wearing civilian correspondent's khaki 
uniform, whisks out and reverses the film carrier of his big Graphex camera. 

PHOTOGRAPHER 
Let me get another-- 

As the pho tog loads another flashbulb, JUBAL draws his .45 from his holster-- 

JUBAL 
--And I am fixing to trade you tit for tat, there, 
shutterbug- 

Jubal advances, pulls back the slideof his .45 and chambers a round. 

Jubal's Crew Chief jumps in front of him. 

CREW CHIEF 
Put that fucking thing away, Gunny--

Deck officer's looking thisaway-- 

JUBAL 
(a vow to the photographer) 
I will see that on the cover of Look 
magazine, shutterbug- 

Photographer backs off. 

PHOTOGRAPHER 
I'll do everything I can, believe me, (etc.) 

CREW CHIEF hustles JUBAL below. 
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INSERT: 

FADE TO SEQUENTIAL SERIES OF MAGAZINE COVERS AND PHOTOS: 

L F E, TIME, LOOK, U.S. News & World Report, Colliers, etc. Covers show 
Marines on Okinawa, B-29s taking off in the Marianas, returning GIs from 
Europe, mushroom cloud over Hiroshima, etc.; 

ONE COVER shows Marine Aviator Jubal Dix, defiantly looking skyward from 
the cockpit of his plane, caption reads: THE WILL TO WIN, U.S. Marine Corps 
Gunnery Sergeant Jubal E. Dix, 22, from Beaufort, South Carolina. CUTLINE 
READS: has shot down 11 Jap aircraft in less than a year in the Pacific Theater... 

ANOTHER INSERT: 
Succesion of magazine covers (actual): VE-DAY! V-J DAY! 

EXT DAY DINING CAR -- LOS ANGELES "owl wagon," an all-night eatery. 

GRAVES staggers up the three stairs, in good humor, enters-- 

GRAVES 
Coffee and and a couple of tires, no glaze-- 
And same for him-- 

COUNTER MAN looks to the door, sees nothing. 

COUNTERMAN 
You say tires, you mean do-nuts, am I right"? 

GRAVES (nods to door) 
Trouble? 

COUNTER MAN 
I see you, but I don't see him-- 

GRAVES 
How's this--? 

Graves turns to check the empty, closed doorway. 

GRAVES 
We've been out at the Ambassador, 
then to the 101 Club. You know the 
101 with Kid-- 
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COUNTER MAN 
Sure, Kid Ori. Clean sax player. Ole Kiddory-- Say you 
got cash money, hah? 

GRAVES 
(taken aback) 
Hell, I oughta take and drop your face in 
that deep-fry machine you got and answer 
that question with something you ought to 
know, pal-- 

COUNTER MAN 
(holds a spatula like a microphone, or weapon) 
Like I ain't been here a few years-- 

GRAVES 
And like I ain't lost a few. Four weeks ago 
I shot down a Kraut jet. And may garner the 
Distinguished Flying Cross. That's the DFC-- 

Graves stops and fishes out a cigarette. 

FIRST CUSTOMER 
(down the counter, listening) 
You say them Germans got jets? 

GRAVES 
(turns) 
Yeah it was. Messerschmidt Komet. Beast'll go 
about 700 miles an hour-- 

2d CUSTOMER 
(in a small booth) 
Yeah, and I chopped off Tojo's head with this 
damn steak knife. If you can call this a damn steak-- 

A few laughs erupt, the Counter Man glares. 

GRAVES 
So you clowns want to dispute my story? 

FIRST CUSTOMER 
Hey, give this hero a side order of cole slaw-- 

GRAVES looks at him-- 

COUNTER MAN 
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Ain't the wars over? 

FADE TO: 

EXT. NIGHT HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD 
Brightly lit and filled with celebration, the war is over. The streets are filled, 
music blasts from bars and nightclubs. 

SOUND TRUCK with PA SPEAKERS ON ROOF and KMPC lettering on side, 
drives slowly down the boulevard, blasting news from an animated newsreader 
inside: 

SPEAKERS 
--it's clear to the United Nations the 
second A-bomb was more than Mr. lap could 
stomach. As the tiny generals signed the 
unconditional surrender today aboard the 
U.S.S. Missouri-- 

INT. RAUCOUS NIGHTCLUB 
At far end of long room, a six-piece BAND and a sequined-glimmeringly-dressed 
female VOCALIST play a giddy, celebratory song. 

FOUR GI's in uniform, two Air Force, one Marine Corps Khaki, one Navy 
enlisted whites, all drunk, holding each other up, are her impromptu chorus-- 

VOCALIST 
--Oh our boys were true, 
just like we were too, 
And the war was won, 
By the Red, White and Blue-- 

THE GI's 
(more yelling than singing, but with the beat of the band) 

Oh the lap was a Sap' 
And we slapped his Yap-- 

The kraut sez 'Isht mein!'  
And we sez'Nein!' 

Oh they can eat their sausage 
and they can eat their rice 

But don't fugg with us--
We got load--ed di--ii--ce. 

VOCALIST 
(repeats her verse, with more feeling) 
—Oh our boys were true, 

just like we were too, 



They make their way to a table, where Dix and a SAILOR, the other singer, are 
sitting. 
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And the war was won, 
By the Red, White and Blue-- 

GI's 
Oh yeah-- 
they can eat their sausage 

an eat their rice 
But don't fugg with us--
We got load--ed dice. 

LOUD CHEERS from throughout the bar. 

CLOSER 
As the song ends, the GI's fall back, laughing. A SAX PLAYER echoes 
the chorus. GRAVES and DIX fall drunkenly onto a table where two 
couples sit, spilling drinks, ashtrays. 

GRAVES gets to his knees on the floor, coming eye-to-eye with a 
great pair of legs. 

He looks up, an Attractive Woman stares down sternly-- 

WOMAN 
This is my meat-less Tuesday, General. 

GRAVES laughs and stands up as her concerned date turns her away. Hands 
clutch Graves and turn him away. He turns to see JUBAL. 

GRAVES 
Get your paws off the uniform, jarhead-- 

jUBAL 
(laughs stupidly) 
Les' go back to table. C'mon-- 

GRAVES 
Oh yeah. You're Dixie's son or something-- 

jUBAL (to the general audience) 
Yeah. --Pardon us, ladies and gentlemen-- 
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TABLE 
Graves pulls a bottle of Seagram's Crown Seven from below and fills the glasses. 
The others start coughing, theatrically while he nonchalantly pours. 

GRAVES 
Hell of a song. Hell of a song. You wrote 
that swabbie? (he looks at SAILOR, who nods, 
then jerks his head) 

GRAVES looks up to see a WAITER, who had seen the pouring of the bootlegged 
liquor. WAITER SNIFFS LOUDLY. Graves grins. 

GRAVES 
Pal, I'm not out to cheat you; it's a time 
problem. You take too long to get here. I'd say 
we've had about ten here-- (reaches into his pocket, 
fishes out a bill), so here's five and we're square. 
Jake? 

WAITER 
Of course. Yeah... 

He leaves. 

GRAVES (to SAILOR) 
So what's your name, swab? 

JUBAL 
(cutting in) 

This is Red Martin. I was flying off his ship 
in the real war, out in the Pacific. 

GRAVES 
Well, Chief Martin, that was a hell of a song... 
Thank God we had the voices to carry it off. 

MARTIN (SAILOR) 
Maybe we're lucky they didn't throw us out. 
Or call some law. I got a cousin on L.A.P.D. 

GRAVES 
Hell, this is my town. And LAPD got more to worry 
about than three GI's and one Air Corps hero (pats his 
chest), that's me, to worry about. 

DIX 
'less the Modernaires want to file some 
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type of lawsuit for making 'em look bad in 
comparison. (downs his glass) Over that song. 
Whatchoo got tomorrow, Gravy? 

GRAVES 
You had to bring that up. --I'm pow-wowing 
with Pan American. 

DIX 
I ain't no better, friend-- Pan Am? 

EXT. PAN AMERICAN AIR LINES OFFICES MORNING 
A long line of applicants, most in uniform, are lined up outside. Two cheerful 
young women hand out pencils and three-by-five cards to be filledout. A lunch-
wagon peddles coffee and donuts from the curb. 

GRAVES 
In uniform, stands clearly a hundred people from the doors. He brushes his 
shoulders, adjusts his ribbons and checks his watch. 

INSERT- GRAVES' WATCH: 7:45 am. 
He looks at the line ahead, then looks back and sees nearly as many. 

INSERT - WATCH 10:30 am. 

GRAVES rocks back and forth on his heels, staring upward, then listens to: 

CONVERSATION BEHIND: 

FIRST MAN 
(in a Naval aviator's uniform) 
How many really they hiring? Hear anything? 

SECOND MAN 
(in Air Corps green & pink, like Graves) 
I know they got some new routes. They may 
hire ten or fifteen pilots. But this is all 'my poor aching 
back again.' You saw that movie. 'Best Years of Our 
Lives.' 

GRAVES turns. 

GRAVES 
Fact? I know that scene in the pic when the dog-face, 
the rich guy, says to the Dana Andrews guy -- Oh my 
aching back-- and he says it like a joke. Well, what the 
hells' wrong, son? 
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SECOND MAN 
(also wearing Air Force wings) 
What I heard. Hell, you know how it 
works. We got 10,000 pilots running 
around now, all looking for jobs with the 
air lines. 

GRAVES 
Sure. Like we all talked about during the 
war. 

SECOND MAN 
And it ain't gonna happen. Look at that air 
'armada' we had in the sky. We're not gonna see 
the like of that ever again. And I don't care if 
decide to start flying people from Santa Monica 
to Downtown. 'Less we wanner fly over to Moscow-
ski and drop some quarter ton eggs on Ivan Russki... 

GRAVES 
I've been doing this for six weeks. 

SECOND MAN 
And I got out in Feb 45. Try doing it a year, 
Jackson. My 20-20's run out, the twenty bucks a week 
for twenty weeks, you know, the GI deal. 

FIRST MAN 
Twenty bucks per for 20 weeks. Sweet 

Graves nods. 

SECOND MAN 
Now I eat burgers at an owl wagon, hunt work in 
the daytime. Seventy-five cents an hour, and that's only 
because the owner wants I should marry his fat-pig 
daughter. And I was making five hundred a 
month in the war. Five bills... 

GRAVES 
(scoffs) 
Likewise. What are you talking about? 

FIRST MAN 
Yeah, ain't it the truth. Got a buddy flying 
freight in India now. Maybe he made the right 
choice. I'm ready to say hell with this-- 
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GRAVES 
(reaches over counter and grabs the coffee pot) 
I don't know about you guys, but I tossed 
my life on the line for this American Way. 
And bagged five buzzards over Europe. One 
of them a jet. --Distinguished Flying Cross. 
If an air line does-n't want me, then they have some bad 
managerial problems. 

FIRST MAN  
Man-a-jury-al problems? What's that? 

Graves reaches into his pocket, produces a small suede bag, and shows them the 
medal. He watches their reaction with cockiness. But they are unimpressed. 

WOMAN, who earlier passed out the cards, approaches Graves. 

WOMAN 
Les Graves? 

GRAVES nods. 

WOMAN 
Come with me-- 

Graves follows, looking back at his two conversation partners with a sly, 
knowing grin. 

SECOND MAN 
Some guys got all the luck. 

FIRST MAN 
Nuts to that. They sell those DFC medals 
for a buck and half at the hawk shops on Fairfax. 

INT. INTERVIEW ROOM 
Graves sits in an uncomfortable looking oak armchair while an older man 
questions him from behind a desk. 

INTERVIEWER 
I applaud your war record, sir. What kind of 
multi-engine experience have you? 

GRAVES 
Adequate. Flew '38's over Europe. Eleven 
months. 
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INTERVIEWER 
38's? 

GRAVES (nods) 
The Lockheed Lightning. Yeah. Pursuit-38. 
P-38. (affable) Shot down a German 

JET one day over Cologne, on escort. Got this 
DFC. (points to the ribbon on his chest) 

INTERVIEWER 
I never realized the Nazis actually had 

jets. Thought that was mere conjecture 
on the part of some of our more zealous, well--
people. 

GRAVES 
Oh, they had jets all right. 700 miles 
an hour. A Komet was what I shot, and 
they had the 262's, Messerschmidt, twin-engine 
jobs that could-- 

The Interviewer is looking over other papers. 

GRAVES 
Messerschmidts. --I'm putting you to sleep-- 

INTERVIEWER 
No. Not at all. But everyone who comes in here, 
and not everyone in line gets this far, is 
a hero, with exploits to match Errol Flynn, or some 
other movie star. My job isn't that easy-- 
I'll tell you the truth, Mr. Graves, we 
have guidelines-- we need experienced 
pilots with multi-engine experience-- 

GRAVES 
And my Lockheed Lightning's got two big Pratt and 
Whitneys that'll-- 

INTERVIEWER 
(sympathetic) 
Wait. Stop. By multi-engine, I mean the 
larger aircraft, the B-17s, the 29s and so on. No 
Martin 26s... Our present pilots can staff our existing 
airfleet, but the newer aircraft, such as, well, Boeing's 
converting the 29, Lockheed's 



GRAVES 
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Constellation, with six engines, well, we need-- 

GRAVES 
(turning mad) 
Yeah. I begin to see what you need-- Bus drivers. 
Cargo jocks. 

INTERVIEWER 
Mr. Graves, this ain't my personal decision. 
It's based on tables and figures that— 

GRAVES 
That were what? 

INTERVIEWER 
Compiled toward the_end of the war-- NO. 
Wait a second. It's not me that's turning you 
down. I talk to a lot of men each week. 

GRAVES 
I've heard it a year's worth. Pal, I've had two jobs. 
One was shooting down Germans. The other 
was washing cars and changing oil for a 
Flying A gas station in Culver City. I used to get a 
check from Associated Oil for $29 every two weeks. Then 
I had a year of college at Pepperdine so the Army makes 
me an officer. And that was a swell decision on their part. 
I did my job, I led my ground people- 
I was a leader and-- Yeah, I was this and that and 
Washington says you have to 'post' job openings-- 

BOTH MEN realize that the other knows the interview is just for show. 

INTERVIEWER 
--Go back to college. The GI Bill says you 
guys can-- 

GRAVES 
I already have a trade, pal. I'm a pilot. I'm 
a speed demon. (stands up) And about as needed 
as the shoe trees presented to the mermaid, 
as the joke goes. 

GRAVES pulls a FLASK from his inside pocket, flips back the cap, takes a drink, 
toasting the Interviewer. 
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Thanks for your small part in sending me 
down the road to ruin. 

INTERVIEWER 
I haven't heard that mermaid one-- 

Graves winks, takes a drink, and storms out, kicking the door shut behind him 
with his heel. 

EXT. Trans World Airlines (TWA) BUILDING DAY 
Establishing shot. 

INT. OFFICE 
DIX, also in uniform, is in a similar situation, being interviewed for a job. 

DIX 
(to interviewer) 
I flew multi-engine aircraft-- What you 
people are doing is rewarding the transport 
types, not the fellas out on the line, like me-- 

DIX's FACE 
While the Interviewer speaks, he shows the same frustration and discouragement 
as Graves. 

INTERVIEWER 
Get out of here-- You guys think the 
world owes you carte fucking blanche-- 
Sure, I worked admin. But I lugged an M-1 up and 
over Sicily as a dog-face corporal. Saw plenty of blood. No 
sympathy here, college boy. No sympathy here, bo. 

DIX 
(nodding, recalcitrant and bitter) 

And I'm wasting your time, isojer. By the way--
how you get this job? 

INTERVIEWER 
Go to hell, jarhead. 

DIX 
I believe I asked you a question. You been asking 
me plenty. Now answer up. How'd you get this job? 

INTERVIEWER 
Get out of here. Now. Or help you. 



GRAVES (grins) 
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INTERVIEWER STANDS UP, hoists out his chest. 

DIX 
Cool-- 

DIX jumps up, tosses papers into the Interviewers face, and clips him three times 
with fists, knocking him back into his chair. The phone and intercom crash to the 
floor with papers and folders. 

SECREIARY throws the door open. 

DIX brushes past her. 

DIX 
See va' Monday morning. 

INT BAR NIGHT 
GRAVES, DIX, SAILOR 

EXT ANOTHER OFFICE BUILDING DAY 
GRAVES walks out, shaking his head. He leans against a planter and searches 
his pockets. He finds a pack of cigarettes, fishes one out and lights it. His sleeve 
brushes his ribbons on his chest. He notices them, and shakes his head. 

INSERT - RIBBONS 
Starting to look disarrayed and dirty. 

SOUND - LOUD - MOTORCYCLE ENGINES 

Startled, Graves drops his cigarette and looks up. 

GRAVES POV 

TWO LOUD MOTORCYCLES come blistering off the boulevard directly at him. 
GRAVES looks left and right for safety, but it's too late, the motorcycles are 
coming too fast. 

MOTORCYCLES 
DIX and JUBAL pull up on either side of GRAVES on gleaming, new Vincent 
motorcycles, wearing cut-glass flying goggles. Jubal is wearing a blue double-
breasted suit, Dix is wearing his leather flight jacket and Levi's denim 
dungarees. 

THE Da BROTHERS PULL UP EITHER SIDE OF GRAVES, flip back goggles, 
and look at him nonchalant. 
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And what do you dry-gulching Southern 
trash have to say-- 

DIX 
Join the society. 

JUBAL 
We believe we are the new rebellion, son. 

GRAVES 
Rebellion? Sounds mighty strange to be called son 
by a baby boy, Jubal. --What, you guys going dope? 

DIX 
What we're doing is riding wha' my old folk say 
"velocipedes." Motorcycles. Real speed. Closest thing to the 
sky you'll ever find-- 

JUBAL 
--on the ground, brother. 

DIX 
--Bought these in England before we 
shipped back. Just got arrived in San Pedro harbor. 

GRAVES LOOKS BACK AT THE OFFICE BUILDING, then turns back to the Dix 
brothers and grins, slowly. 

GRAVES 
An-, uh, this is it, hah? 

NEARBY - THEIR POV 

A See's Candy DELIVERYMAN, wearing a white uniform, cap, and bowtie, 
perched aboard on a benign-looking white full-dress Harley Davidson 
emblazoned with the candy company's graphics, cruises by slowly, appraising 
the new motorcycles. 

JUBAL 
Ya see, for Heaven's sake? Everybody's 
got their motorcycle—uh --urn-- ah-- squads-- 

DIX 
(looking up at the sky) 
Looks to be about Friday afternoon to me. Say, 
Gravy, we all are heading to Malibu Beach for 
a little wing-ding-thing-zing. Interest-ting? 



CAR RADIO, from a new Buick, blasts out some late 40s L.A. R&B, from KRLA. 

DJ, the Bellboy. 
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JUBAL 
--Sign on, son. 

Graves retrieves his cigarette from the ground, puffs it back to life, and slaps his 
leather briefcase against his leg. 

GRAVES 
Silence, please. I'll talk first, when it comes to getting the 
hell out of wherever I am. 
Hell, why not? 

Graves pulls his necktie free and loosens his collar. 

GRAVES 
I guess I can stand a weekend off. Where I meet 
you? 

DIX 
Go with us, bo. 

Graves looks over at the single seat motorcycles. 

DIX 
You got a seat, Lieutenant. 

DIX points at GRAVES' briefcase. 

Graves laughs stupidly, slaps the briefcase down on the rear fender of Dix's bike, 
and hops aboard, using it as a saddle. 

DIX 
Pull down your cap-- 

Graves puts his hand on his head as they speed off down the boulevard. 

EXT. MALIBU BEACH NIGHT 

North of the town proper, on a wide deserted stretch off Highway 1 (PCH). 

A circle of cars: Fords, Studie Champs, Packards, Mercurys, Hudsons et al., are 
circled, some with burning headlamps gleaming off the wet sand and sea, and 
hitting the brilliant white breakers. 
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CROWD of young men and women enjoy the beach party with ribald abandon. 
Everyone's drinking canned beer, tossing the shiny empties into the sand. 

DIX, wearing a giant, wide-brimmed Mexican sombrero, with 'TIA JUANA" 
stitched into the crown in bright red and yellow thread, tosses a Budweiser 
toward the camera, then raises his hands to embrace, animated with a forced 
accent: 

DIX 
Oh, Ceees-co!!!! 

GRAVES, now in t-shirt and khaki pants, catches the can neatly. With an opener, 
he slashes two triangles into its top and takes a messy drink, falling back 
laughing. 

GRAVES 
Aahh, Pan-cho!! 

Dix and Graves embrace, happy companeros, then break off, still laughing. 

DIX 
I understand he owns all of this. Pancho. 
I mean that actor who plays him. His family 
got it.from the Spanishes-- 

GRAVES 
Uh-huh. 

DIX 
That is strange to me. My leg of the country? 
Down South. We got a few French frogs with 
some land but most all of it's American now--
We don't let no Mexicans own-- 

GRAVES 
Naw-- This land around here. This goes back to 
Spain. Actor got his land from an old family land 
grant. From King to Spain. Mexico, well, they 
had this land for about 26 years. The Cisco Kid 
guy- 

DIX 
'Bout as long as you and I been alive– 

GRAVES 
(lights a cigarette, musing reflectively) 
I was once a scholar of history, at Occidental 
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College-- Mexico went independent in 1821, 
Fremont and the Californios took over in 1848. 

Dix takes a drink of his beer. 

GRAVES 
See, California, like here, was a independent country once, 
before joining the U.S. And they let some of these 
Spanish grants stand, and keep their land, like 
the Mexicans did. 

DIX 
So you saying that this is actually part of Spain? 

GRAVES 
(shakes head) 
--Things were independent here in California once, 
when people wanted them that way-- 

Graves looks out to the surf-- 

GRAVES POV 

Some of the cars' headlights are trained on the surf, lighting up the breaking 
waves brilliantly. A SURFER appears in the crush of a break, walking on his 
longboard, expertly working the wave. 

GRAVES and DLX watching, drunk. 

GRAVES 
--Take a gander at-- 

DIX 
Hell, that's damned Jubal. He 
learned surf-riding out in Hawaii-- 

THE SURFER 
Dix's brother, Jubal, rides the longboard in, standing tall. 

Nearing shore, HE HITS A BEACH-BREAK, loses the board and gets clammed. 
But still a good ride. 

GRAVES sees it all-- 

GRAVES 
(laughing) 
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Damn! What is this surf-riding? That is 
wild, with a capital "W." You damned southern 
rebs are sure as speed some kind of wild-- 

A WOMAN APPROACHES-- CONNIE-- and waits to talk to Graves and Dix, 
while they watch Ju.bal coming in out of the surf, fighting to retrieve the heavy 
longboard. 

CONNIE is athletic, with dark hair and tawny skin, and wears 1940's-style white 
flared shorts and a halter top 

CONNIE 
So how are the fly-fly boys? 

DIX 
(pointing at Jubal) 
Watch this-- 

INSERT BEACH 
In the messy waves and beach-breaks, JUBAL manages to retrieve his longboard. 

CONNIE 
(to Graves) 
Have you ever tried Pacific Southwest? 

Graves turns, not having noticed her, then smiles. 

GRAVES 
Have I tried what? 

CONNIE 
Pacific Southwest. The Air Line. Dix says you've looking for 
a job-- 

GRAVES 
Hi. 

He clumsily pinches her shoulder-- 

GRAVES 
How you know him? 

CONNIE  
Cousin, once removed, I understand. 

GRAVES (flirting) 
What's that 'removed' mean? 
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CONNIE 
My grandmother was Cherokee in Tulsa. 
Married his grandfather. One of a few 
wives. And after that— 

GRAVES 
(nods, interjects, drunk) 
—I tried every flying outfit in town. Flame-o. 
You know they got these commercial 
freight outfits, outfits paying $40 shit a week 
to ferry freight on DC-3's? Hell, some of-- 

CONNIE 
You ought to try Pacific-- 

DIX calls from down the beach-- 

DIX 
Gravy. Hey Gravy! You want some more 
Te-kwee-la? 

GRAVES is slow to answer, suddenly taken aback by CONNIE. 

GRAVES (to Dix) 
Save some-- 

CONNIE  
Come sit down. (wry) Are you able? 

Graves smiles and follows her to a nearby rock. He jams his can of beer into the 
sand, takes out a pack of cigarettes and sees it jump from his hands. 

GRAVES 
Like a cigarette? 

CONNIE 
Sure. 

She takes one from the pack, then he lights hers, then his. 

She coughs. 

AAThatis this? 
CONNIE  

GRAVES 
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A Kool. It's mentholated. Supposed to be 
better for you. 

CONNIE 
Tastes like ice-- 

GRAVES 
For a week over in England, these were the 
only American butts we could get. They seemed 
better. And welcome. Developed a taste. They're made 
from Penguins. 

CONNIE 
But I shall pass. 

She snuffs it out in the sand. 

CONNIE  
Do you boys have these parties a lot? 

GRAVES 
(with swagger, and poor southern accent) 
I don't know about we boys, do we. 
This is the first I've received particular 
invitation to, as the cat said to the milk. 

CONNIE (laughs) 
I mean these parties--Everyone is 
so dead-end. No one has jobs. And you 
boys can all get that GI Bill of Rights money to 
go to college if you want-- 

GRAVES 
Look, kid, I have a trade. I'm a pilot. I have 
the highest technical training in the damn 
Earth. I shot down a German rocket-plane 
once. I earned some biz-bang medals. But 
what do I get here? Wherever I go? Slammed doors. Like 
I'm selling Hoovers-- 

CONNIE 
Hoovers? 

GRAVES 
Vacuums. Door-to-door. Like everbody's 
already got. 
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CONNIE 
You ought to try Pacific. 

GRAVES 
What about them? Why don't they try Pacific? 
And I went to college once... 
--I think we earned a little relaxation. 

CONNIE 
Yeah. 

GRAVES reaches to the side to find his beer, loses his balance a bit. When he 
comes up with the can, she's gone. 

GRAVES looks down the beach, but the bringht headlamps from the cars blind 
him. He starts to get up to follow, but stumbles again, drunk. 

EXT. BEACH DAWN 
Two HANDS, from two different people, carry a brightly painted metal child's 
sand bucket (about one gallon) up from the surf-line, water splashing over its 
brim. One is laughing: 

DIX 
Naw, this is the way ya' do it. Best to wake 
up fast and cold, like a little 'Barra Tide-- 

CLOSE - GRAVES 
Snoring in the sand, near the rock. 

WIDER 
Two men, DIX and SAILOR, stand above GRAVES, each holding a handle of the 
bucket of water. The rising sun hits them hard from the waist up. They squint 
their eyes. 

GRAVES awakens, blinking his eyes, seeing them with the bucket. 

GRAVES 
Is this -uh- trip necessary? 

SAILOR 
Uh, well, I believe - Yes. 

DIX 
(wild) 

Bombs over Tokyo!! 
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Graves. Graves tries to roll to the side, is doused anyway, and scrambles to his 
feet, as JUBAL approaches in b.g. 

GRAVES 
Can someone answer the phone? 

JUBAL 
(biting down on a cigar) 
Son, you jes' woke up in the Post-War 
World, as I learned from Time Magazine-- 

GRAVES rips off his shirt to dry his face, while the others chuckle in fatigued 
drunkeness. 

GRAVES 
Post? 

DIX 
Post-war. 

GRAVES 
Where's Connie? 

DIX 
Oh good Lord. You were talking to her? 

GRAVES looks at hirn, nonplussed. DIX shakes his head. 

DIX 
Afraid she's about a 'roller.' 

GRAVES 
(getting to his feet, wringing his shirt) 
What's that? 

DIX 
I dunno. I seriously do not. Seeing her 
when we was growing up, well, she had a 
special charisma--I think you saw that, son--
but man, her preaching like-- hell, you heard 
it, Sailor, right? 

SAILOR 
I like it saltier. 

GRAVES stares at Sailor— 
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GRAVES How 
'about them Jap girls? 

SAILOR listens, then silently shews the words and spits into the sand. He 
squares off to face GRAVES. 

GRAVES HURLS HIS WL I SHIRT INTO SAILOR'S FACE. 

GRAVES 
Wake up, swabbie. And don't start. 

DIX 
What the hell? 

Graves shakes his head, cautiously bends to pick up his shirt, near Sailor's feet. 

POT'S 'S VOICE (OS) 
I see the best minds of my generation 
washed up on the post-war world beachhead-- 

GRAVES jerks his head-- spots a figure on the bluff above the beach. 

GRAVES' POV: 

POET 
young man in a black turtleneck sweater, dirty slacks and boots, unkempt hair 

and a two-week beard, sits nonchalantly witnessing the actions on the beach. He 
writes in a leather-bound tablet, and smokes a cigarette. 

POE I' 
Here we all are. In California. Home of Wolf 
House and the monster Earl Warren. 

SAILOR and DIX also look up-- 

POET stands, discards and steps on his cigarette butt. 

POET 
Leave us ask why we're all doing what 
we're doing now. 

THE BEACH Thay 
all stare up-- 

POET 
Tthe virtues of Marihuana?? 
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He pulls some small black-paper tubes from his coat pocket and tosses them 
down. 

The cigarettes land in the dry sand, and are slowly picked up... 

GRAVES snatches one of the cigarettes, appraises it. 

GRAVES 
Marihuana-- 

POET 
This? Is from old Mexico, the state of Michoacan. 

GRAVES 
What? 

JUBAL 
(approaches, drinking a beer) 

It's what a lot of people call hemp. Hemp is 
rope. 
--And vou, Poet-eer, this stuff grows everywhere. 
From Iowa to old Mexico to the Flip Islands. 

POET 
What islands--? 

JUBAL 
Flip. Philippines. A lot of fellers, with a particular 
resemblance to you and me, died there. Why? 

GRAVES 
Why--? 

POET 
Why? 

JUBAL 
To give them their freedom. 

POET 
You guys were in the war. The second one 
to end all. (laughs) 

JUBAL 
(laughs) 
I'll laugh with you-- 
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The SET-WAVE (largest) brings high tide upon the beach, delivering flotsam of 
kelp and shells, etc. into the group-- 

GRAVES steps back from the water, picks up a green 'bubble' of kelp, pops it 
squeezing out the saltwater. 

CONNIE 
There's a light out on the water--
A light-house? 

Everyone stops and looks. 

GRAVES 
It's a boat— 

JUBAL 
Hell if it ain't. That's a starboard light 
burning. Green. 

--That means right side. Fishermen... 
Hey bohemian, pass that hemp-- 

A few others join from the party. GRAVES notices CONNIE is back. 

DIX  
But hand it here first, bohunk--- 

POET passes the marijuana cigarette to DIX. He examines it a moment, then 
draws deeply. 

DIX 
Look at me. I gone and went koo-koo. 

LATER - SAME 

GRAVES 
C'mon-- 

He takes CONNIE's hand, leads her back toward the cars. 

GRAVES 
Pacific Southwest? 

MOTORCYCLE thunders by them recklessly, without a headlamp, then 
flounders in the dry sand, its driver laughing maniacally. 

GRAVES pulls CONNIE closer to protect her. The motorcycle drives away, 
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leaving them in quiet. 

GRAVES 
(Affected voice) 

Back in England we had these wicked little men 
who would wreck the 'mech' of the planes. 
Gremlins. "Mechanical difficulties' cost a lot 
of lives. 

CONNW 
Yeah. I saw them in a cartoon.-- (smiles) 
Oh, put it out. They're not real-- 

GRAVES 
Oh. But they are. 

CONNIE 
Truly? 

GRAVES 
Only they aren't little. 

INT. MEETING ROOM PACIFIC SOUTHWEST AIR LINES 

A SPEAKER (McIlhenny), a tough-looking fellow in civilian clothes but wearing 
an Air Corps leather jacket, with visible darker spots where patches were 
removed, addresses an assembly of 50-60 would-be pilots in a large, classroom-
type atmosphere. 

MCILHENNY 
As I've stated, when we do get underway, 
in as early as three weeks, pending FAA approval, 
our initial fleet will 
be 12 Colorado's -- Douglas DC-3. 
I see that a few of you have glider 

experience, in the Dakota, 
which will be to your advantage. But our 
prime need is true dual engine experience. 

GRAVES 
sits behind a table, skeptically fiddling with a pencil. 

MCILHENNY 
(cont.) 

Questions, gentlemen? You all have the 
application package. Return it completed to 
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the secretary in building # 36, near the end of 
the flightline. A lot of you went through there this morning. 
Now. Questions? 

APPLICANT 
How many get jobs? 

MCILHENNY 
(a little perturbed) 

We start with a fleet of 12 aircraft. Seven routes. 
You do the calcs. 
Next? You— 

ANOTHER APPLICANT 
So what chance a bombadier have? I 
know my way around a-- 

MCILHENNY 
Wasting your time. Next-- 

GRAVES flips a cigarette into the air. 

GRAVES 
I logged 31 missions over Nazi-ville in a '38. 
Dual Pratt-Whitneys and big step over anything else. 
Get me anywhere? 

MCILHENNY 
Oh, We got a P-38er. That hurts you. 
See, you got spoiled. The 38's got opposed blades. 
It flies too easy. DC-3 isn't quite so lush 
as you fighter-pies are used to. 
Next-- 

GRAVES (wait!) 
--I do something wrong? I shot down a-- 

MCILHENNY 
(sarcastic, could care less) 

Yeah, you shot down the Pugging Bismarck. 

Laughter from about the room. 

GRAVES shakes his head. 

FADE OUT on subsequent questions. 
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INT. GRAVES' APT. NIGHT 
PARTY of about 20 people. 

Windows show twinkling lights of Los Angeles spread out below. He plays with 
the knobs and pushbuttons of a large new RADIO, brown plastic casing, about 
the size of a carry-on bag, with yellow-lighted dials. Its cardboard packing carton 
sits nearby. 

GRAVES 
It's a Zenith, can receive four different bands--
AM, short, long, police... 

DIX's VOICE 
Well, see if you can tune in Tony Pastor at 
the Palladium. Ain't he there tonight? 

WOMAN's VOICE 
No. It's Artie Shaw. Thankfully. 

GRAVES finally tunes in a station with music. Artie Shaw's 'Nightmare.' 

GRAVES 
You're right! (points) 

CONNIE joins Graves, pinching his ear. 

CONNIE 
It's strange, but it's good. I met him once. 

GRAVES 
Shaw? 

CONNIE 
Artie Shaw. I thought he was too smart to 
be in the platter bizz. His music is goo and all, 
but he's just diff from the others, like 
Miller and Goodman and say Brown and even  
James andthe Krupster and O'Day. Who I like. 

DIX and his GIRLFRIEND, ELSIE, join them from the throng in the 
APARTMENT. 

DIX 
What's this dirge? 

GRAVES  
Artie Shaw, Reb. I think he's good. 
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DIX 
Can't we say tune in some Sinatra? Elsie here 
wants to hear some Frankie. Voice her. 

CONNIE 
After this number. 

DIX, drunk. ignores CONNIE's line and pushes a button on the radio. (table  
radios of the era had pushbutton station-tuning, like cars of the 60s and 70s.) 

RADIO 
jumps to a news broadcast: 

RADIO 
--as troubles in the European Theater 

continue, the Allied Occupation Forces 
play cards from their own decks, and our Russian 
'allies' continue to gather the chips, said one 
State Department spokesman. Near Dresden-- 

GRAVES turns the dial on the radio, and brings back the music. It's still Artie 
Shaw, but this time the light-hearted Mexican song Frenesi. The party mood 
relaxes. Dix backs off with his date. 

GRAVES 
Dix-- What are you doing now? 

DIX 
You know. Hell, I'm still 20-20. Twenty a week for-- 

DIX's GIRLFRIEND 
About three more weeks. 

GRAVES 
That GI cash can't last. 

DIX  
And don't. --Hear you got a job. 

CONNIE 
Tell him-- 

GRAVES 
Yeah. Course. Fm doin' stand-in for Charlie Mac 
and Mortimer on the Bergen program. They like my 
voice without the face. He wants me to meet his 



DIX 
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daughter. —What are you doing? 

DIX 
Blank space, man. Hell, I couldn't 
find a job countin' A-Bomb dead in Nagasooki. 
—Man, why ain't you see it? They trained us good, 
sure. We know more tech and mech and probably 
better trigonometry than any ten 
good scientists from MIT or the CalTech.. But they got no 
use for us now. 

GRAVES 
(ironic) 

Who let you in on the secret? (beat) Who's 'they?' 

DIX 
You oughta see my cousin now, Jubal-- 

GRAVES 
Jubal? Jarhead aviator? 

DIX 
Yeah. My cousin. Marine. Was a smart 
kid. Now he rides around on motorcycles. Like 
those we brung--or brang or bringed back from England. 
Which is right? English-wise? Hell... 
He's got a good squad. 
All old fliers. 

GRAVES 
Squad of what? 

DIX 
Guys who ride motor-cycles. Sure. 
But old Air Corps chaps. And some Navy/ Gyrene 
types. You gotta meet them again-- 

CONNIE 
(pinches Graves" shoulder) 

I'm going to check on the ice. 

CONNIE leaves. 

GRAVES 
I went to your party. 
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What party was that? 

GRAVES 
I don't remember. The beach. 

DIX 
So? Find a job? 

GRAVES 
Need a drink? 

GRAVES downs his glass, rubs his four-day beard. 

DIX 
What kind of job is it you're after? 

INT PACIFIC AIR LINES OFFICES DAY 

GRAVES is back for a second interview, along with SEVERAL OTHER PILOTS. 
They mill about , swapping war stories. 

FIRST PILOT 
So my ground chief decides the .50's will 
jam less if-- 

SECOND PILOT 
tell you about .50's jamming-- 

FIRST PILOT 
—Lemme finish, hey pal? So my crew chief 
carries a jar of what he calls Vaseline. To grease 
the belts with. But it's actually Mentholaturn. 

GRAVES 
Bet those guns breathed well-- 

LAUGHTER throughout the exchange, at the esoteric jokes-- 

FIRST PILOT 
Menthol—Actually, they busted caps too fugging fast--Look, 
I'm on the ass of one of the ME-109E's, you know, 
the fast ones, chomping steel. I'm getting a keen rate 
of fire that'll chop down Redwoods and stack 'ern 
in cords-- 

SECOND PILOT 
Like a time I had over Sicily when-- 
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FIRST PILOT 
At ease, okay? So I'm ready to flush this 
Messerschmidt, and just like that, my cockpit's 
like fugging pneumonia ward. A room? This Mentholatum 
starts cooking from the heat off the guns. My nose-- 

He points at Graves, laughing-- 

(cont.) 
--Starts clearing up like a fire hose in my 
ear. But the .50's jam. And the Kraut flies free. 

GRAVES 
--Have wing-man? 

FIRST PILOT 
'Bout 75 miles away. Sure. 
So there I am. My guns are gremmed, 
and the buzzard's looking for home-free. 

SECOND PILOT 
What were you flying? 

FIRST PILOT 
47. P-47. Frankenstein's Revenge. And gremmed guns. 

SECOND PILOT 
You had a cannon in the nose. Who gremmed 
the .50s? 

FIRST PILOT (ironic) 
A fugging gremlin. Oh. Nov there's a secret. 
I let loose with the nose cannon. Missed. 
But no problem. 

SECOND PILOT 
No problem. Why's that? 

FIRST PILOT 
Cause I live in L.A. now. And after that dose 
of Mentholatum treatment, I can breathe the 
L.A. air, smoke Chesterfields, and am safe from 

Tijuana Perfume the rest of my natural life. 

GRAVES laughs with the others. 
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GRAVES 
(to FIRST PILOT) 
I figured you for a big-leg. They tried to 
get me in those. You got the Superman 
leg, but a Grem co-pilot. 

FIRST PILOT stands up, a little taller on one side. (Foot controls of P-47s 
demanded a lot of muscle from one leg. Analogous to lifting weights with only 
one leg every day.) 

FIRST PILOT 
The 47 Thunderbolt was my aircraft. It kept 
me alive. live with a Superman leg, and 
until someone-- 

SUDDEN HUSH-- the room goes quiet, as a DOOR OPENS 

MCILHENNY enters with a file folder. 

MCILHENNY 
Gentlemen-- Have a seat. A list here, which 

I will post on the board, there. You know how that works. 

He turns to leave, then turns back. 

MCILHENNY 
A lot of you suckers won't be happy, and I've 
got a spare fickle in my pocket. That nickle 
and half a cup of coffee might get you my sympathy, the 
way my prices are going up. 
Anyway, thanks for applying. see 
a few of you Monday. Zero-eight-hundred. 
The rest—go collect your twenty-twenty or otherwise 
got the fugg out of here. No one get up til I'm done. 

MCILHENNY pins the list to the cork bulletin board, leaves the room. 

EVERYONE rushes to the board in a general melee. ONE MAN finally rips the 
list from the board. CHAOS ensues, among angry and anxious and reaching men 
as they feverishly study the list. 

GRAVES 
(lagging behind) 
Bark, bark, bark- 

MOST MEN ARE MAD. 



PLOT POINT 
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FIGHT STARTS between a MAN CELEBRATING and SEVERAL OTHERS. 

GRAVES muscles his way to the list, gets a glimpse over shomeone's shoulder. 

CLOSE - HIS POV 

He sees his name with a line through it, curses, walks away. 

EXT PARKING AREA 
GRAVES gets on his Vincent motorcycle, then pats his pockets for cigarettes, 
curses again. 

MCILHENNY (OS) 
pouring--- 

GRAVES turns to see Mcllhenny. 

GRAVES (flat) 
What do you say? 

MCILHENNY 
Chum, I know it ain't great. 

GRAVES kicks his engine over. The motorcycle fires up loudly. 

GRAVES 
(shouting) 

You guys'll go bust-o. Like every 
other new seat-of-the-pants air line-- 

MCILHENNY 
(shouts back) 

Well the hell with you, then. I thought I 
finally made a good choice-- 

Graves glides his bike over to Mcllhenny. 

MCILHENNY 
I recommended your hire. 

GRAVES 
Why? 

EXT. DAYTIME SKY 



CONNIE hisses, then struggles off the rear seat of the motorcycle, inadvertantly 
KICKING Graves in the kidney. 
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here a scene of something he's got do first-- fly into mexico, shoot down or shoot 
up something--- 

TNT DC-3 DAY FLYING 
Inside the crowded cockpit are two Federal inspectors, two Pacific Air Lines 
inspectors, and the two-man crew. It's wall-to-wall-- 

GRAVES is pilot. 

INSPECTOR 
Now: Execute the-- uh-- do the Number 3 banking 
approach again-- 

GRAVES works the pedals and slick.  

EVERYONE NODS APPROVINGLY 

EXT SKY DAY 
Purling out, the aluminumed-skinned, silvery DC-3 flies peacefully away into the 
Western Sky... 

EXT PACIFIC PALISADES NIGHT 
Graves and CONNIE sit on his motorcycle, watching the moonlight on the ocean. 

Graves turns and yanks the top button from her blouse. 

CONNIE slaps him, HARD. 

CONNIE 
For a moment I thought I wanted you 
to do that-- 

GRAVES (a little shocked)  
About that same moment I thought that same thing-- 

CONNIE grasps her eyes and shakes her head, moving away. 

GRAVES is stunned. 

They're still on the motorcycle. There isn't much room to move. 

GRAVES 
One of us needs to get off... 



GRAVES 
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REACTION-- GRAVES. He scowls, watches her run off. 

GRAVES 
I was trying to thank you---!! 

INT LIGHTED COCKPIT PACIFIC SOUTHWEST FLIGHT NIGHT 
SOMEWHERE OVER CALIFORNIA 

SCARED CO-PILOT 
You nuts? 

GRAVES, at controls. He FLINGS OFF HIS RADIO HEADSET-- 

GRAVES 
Why? 

EXT THE AIRCRAFT NIGHT 
The plane banks hard to one side-- 

INT AIRCRAFT -- THE EXAMINERS get tossed in their seats-- papers and 
glasses fly-- 

EXAMINER ad-lib 
We do need safety belts-- 

EXT A TINY PIPER CUB 
The little single-seater plane barely misses the bigger aircraft, then banks in the 
other direction, shaking off the near collision. 

INT COCKPIT 

GRAVES 
(loud, speaking back to the Examiners) 

I know the FAA's doing their work. 
Air-space, radio freaks hereabout is and are nightmare-- 

Look out the window- 

EXT The little Piper flying away. 

INT AIRCRAFT EXAMINER 
shakes his head-- 

COCKPIT 



SAILOR 
(mad, turning) 
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We're all still breathing-- 

CO-PILOT, concentrating on traffic over his headset, shakes out a Camel 
cigarette from a pack, nods to Graves-- 

CO-PILOT 
Close-- 

GRAVES flicks the crown of a stick-match, offers a briliant light-- 

EXT HIGHWAY NIGHT 
Somewhere along US 101, north of L.A. 

MOTORCYCLE pulls off highway-- joins OTHERS -- DIX, JUBAL SAILOR, etc. ; 
more than a DOZEN in all. They all look more disheveled, in dirty levi's and 
khakis, old leather flight jackets, engineeer's boots. The archetypical image 
begins. 

DIX 
Hey! It's Poet-- 

POET gets off his motorcycle-- an old, underpowered delivery model. 

JUBAL 
(drunk & laughing) 

What the hell is that horse? 

POET nods to a few of them-- 

CAR pulls up in b.g. 

SAILOR takes a cynical, closer look at POET, then approaches and grabs the 
lapel of his coat, and pushes him back, persona non grata-- 

SAILOR 
(walking past) 

I think I've seen you be--fore-- 

POET 
(turns) 

Then maybe you'd like to see me be-hind-- 

GENERAL LAUGHTER at the clunky joke-- 
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That's wacky enuff-- 

SAILOR steadies himself before POET., and balls his fists. 

POET 
Hi-- 

SAILOR SLUGS HIM in the stomach. Poet goes down in a crumple. 

DIX 
What's this now? 

SAILOR moves around the fallen Poet. 

SAILOR 
Well, well... 

GRAVES (OS) 
What the hell? 
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guy who has gun loaded into cash register and waxes the robber by hitting the 
right button 



Notes: story traces the rise and fall of a pioneer motorcycle gang in Southern 
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EXT. GUARD SHACK - EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE NIGHT 

MOTORCYCLE APPROACHES, SLOWS TO APPROACH THE GUARD 

GUARD 

remember the shit from born losers 

SHOW SOME TIME PASSAGE 
PARTYING WITH THE GANG, MORE MOTORCYCLE STUFF 
THEN THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES SCENE IN THEATRE 
THEN GOES TO PACIFIC TO LOOK FOR JOB, SEES CONNIE 
• GETS JOB, LEAVES GANG 
• LOSES JOB, GOES BACK TO GANG 
GANG LIFE GETS MORE DESCENDING 
BEAT POEI' FOLLOWS ALONG, BUT GETS S KILLED 
THEN KOREA BREAKS OUT 
FINDS A RECALL ORDER FROM THE USAF--BY ACCIDENT 
GETS REDEMPTION 
MEEI'S UP WITH CONNIE--HAPPY AS HELL, BUT SHE BREAKS A TEAR-- 
LOSES HER, SHE'S ALREADY MARRIED 
THEN CLIFF SCENE, LOSES THE CYCLE 
THEN FINAL SCENE, EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE: LT. GRAVES, 
REPORTING AS ORDERED 

at the end, he lets the motorcycle go, hopping off just in time-- 
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California, most of whose members were returning airmen and pilots. These men 
had a unique, acquired taste for speed, having literally fought the war at speeds 
unknown to man only a few years before. But their specialized skills flooded the 
market, and despite the growing air line industry, diesel streamliners still carried 
most of the nation's passenger traffic by rail, and pilot jobs were limited, going to 
the older, more experienced men. While men like Graves and the Dix brothers 
grew frustrated at not landing the air line pilot jobs, they were still young 
enough to channel their energies, but became an increasingly bitter, escapist 
group, at once officers, heroes, and highly-skilled technically, they become 
incongruous with postwar society. Frustration quenched by wild times. 

rate of climb of 1400 feet-- Komet: the thing has no tail, forward canopy, tiny 
prop, to drive the electrical generator--163's within 5 minutes, could glide, 
special 2-part fuel 


